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welcome

“Pikachu at the Ugly Mug Café,”
photo credit: Theresa Barker

For more than a year I have written small pieces, sometimes to start my writing day,
sometimes to discover a character, sometimes to remind myself of why I like to write. These
small pieces have inhabited my blog, Lab Notes, some of them have found an audience in the
blogosphere, some have been shared as read-aloud pieces at Open Mics, and some have just
occupied a special place in my heart.
If you enjoy the unusual, the slightly supernatural, the wonderfully offbeat, I think you may
like these small pieces as much as I do.
Enjoy!
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wishes like
birds
“In winter / all the singing is in / the tops of
the trees” – Mary Oliver, “White-Eyes”

“a pile of wishes” by Michael Davis-Burchat is

I won the pile of wishes in a game of cards. I
licensed under a Creative Commons
wish I could say it was poker, and then I’d
Attribution 4.0 International License.
sound really buff and cool and savvy. But the
game was cribbage, plain old-fashioned
cribbage, the kind where you score pegs on a board and look for combinations of fifteen
points to score.

My granny had had that pile of wishes in her back cupboard for as long as I could remember.
She always told me she’d play me for them when I got old enough, but I didn’t believe her.
Who would give away a pile of wishes?
But she did. The summer I turned thirteen, she suddenly said, “Now’s the time. I’ll play you
a card game for that pile of wishes.” By that time, I’d forgotten about the pile of wishes, and
besides, I was old enough not to believe in wishes any longer. I mean, when you’re in middle
school you learn pretty fast that there’s no such thing as magical wishes, heck, even before
getting out of grade school you figure that out. There’s no such thing as magical wishes.
But, my granny is one of my three favorite people in the world, and even though I was
thirteen and real street-wise – I thought – I decided not to argue. “Sure, Granny,” I said.
“Let’s play for your pile of wishes.”
She gave me a look, so she knew I didn’t believe her. Then she told me to go get the cards
and the cribbage board.
I’d been playing cribbage with my granny since I was real young. She was sharp, though, and
that game takes some luck, not all skill, to win. So we sat down over the little table in her
parlor, I set the pegs at the start of the cribbage board, and she shuffled and dealt the cards.
I started out not caring if I won the hand or not, and then I won the first three hands in a
row. In cribbage, technically you don’t win a hand, you each score your points and peg them

on the board. Whoever gets to the end of the board first wins the game. And even though
Granny had the crib – extra cards – to score with her hand, somehow they didn’t help her
like usual.
On the third hand, and still ahead, I looked at Granny. Was she letting me win? But I could
see by the look on her face that she was playing square-up.
And so it went. My pegs wound around the red serpentine path on Granny’s cribbage board,
always a little ahead of hers. There was something about it that made me want to win, really
want to win this time.
Then it was over. Granny looked at me and said, “It was just the same with my gran when I
was thirteen. She played me a game of cribbage for that pile of wishes.” She slid the cards
back into the decorated box they came in, and I started to put away the pegs in the little
storage slot on the underside of the board. But Granny stopped me.
“Leave the pegs in the board and go get the pile of wishes. Then you can put away the pegs.”
I did like she said, and sure enough, when I got the pile of wishes out of the cupboard, they
seemed to sing to me. Bright red tiles, each with its own woven cord, stacked together every
which way, singing. Like birds in the tops of trees in winter.
My first wish was for my granny.
It’s the grannies that are magical.
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what the tea leaves
said
"There's something in me that likes / to imagine the things
I'm afraid of, / for example, the future." - Chase Twitchell,
"Stripped Car"

Yesterday the tea leaves told me that things were about to
change for me. I usually don't believe in that stuff,
Photo credit: Theresa Barker
horoscopes and tea leaves and palm readings, but the tea
leaves insisted on being heard. After that I took the bus to
the Central District and had a yoga class at Misty Yoga.
There was a new instructor and I couldn't hear her calling the poses very well, so I left the
yoga studio and headed downtown. The red meringues at the All Seasons Bakery called to
me as I walked past on Second Avenue, so I went in and bought a half-dozen. They cooed as
they came out of the case and rode along in the pink box they came in. Then it was time for
the rain and so I ducked into the library and hid out for a while until it stopped. Such a quiet
sound books make when they want to be read! Finally, the light rail took me back to Beacon
Hill and when I came in the door, the tea leaves apologized and told me they were mistaken.
Things were not about to change for me, they said. We're sorry, but they are going to stay
the same for awhile. That's all right, I said. Me and the red meringues were just about to
keep each other company.
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the heaviness of august

“profound sunset” by Toshihiro Oimatsu is
licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License.

It was the last days of summer that were so hot and still the child did not come. What was
she thinking, staying in the country to have the baby? Oh, when she took the train from the
city in May and there had been that stretch of cool weather, she had been fooled, fooled into
thinking it would be easier in the country. No diesel fumes or oppressive haze in the canyon
streets between skyscrapers. But even here the deep heaviness of August heat had settled.
Cruel cruel summer.
Her mother made black tea every day and she felt nauseated when she drank it with a dry
biscuit and a slash of paper seaweed. From the seaweed the salt of the ocean coursed
through her veins, chased by white flakes of the biscuits, making her abdomen contract. Still
the child did not come.
Her mother told her black tea was for healing but she did not believe it. Yet she did not have
the energy to refuse. Instead she took the black tea into her mouth and rolled it over her
tongue, once twice thrice, before swallowing it. She sent the blackness of the tea directly to
the child within. Willing it to leave her body. Willing it to be born.
Cruel cruel summer.
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ghosted

“Abandoned” by Kim.Deslandes is licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License.

Something went wrong, says the empty house. I still remember the bright birthday parties
in the parlor, the warm holiday meals at the dining room table, the sock mending around
the kitchen stove. I remember the mother calling her children in from play. I remember
the husband speaking tenderly to his wife.
It was the parson's fault, whispered the tall grass. Out here on Saturday nights with his
long black coat and his poisonous thoughts. The eyes he could not keep to himself. The
plastery fingers on his sweat-stained felt hat.
It was too late, grumbled the tire tracks that cut through the amber grass to the front porch.
By the time we knew, it was too late. It was already too late.
We could have saved her, the tin chimney top chirped. We could have saved her.
But the empty windows knew better. She was already lost, they chattered. She was already
lost before we knew of the parson's ugly heart.
The open doorway whistled. It's no good, it said. We can only sit here. Sit here and wait.
She stands in the doorway, ghosted and cold-boned. She waits.
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a curl of transgressions

“Flame” by Annie Roi is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License.

She loves a cloak of flame. She feels the heat lick her skin as she settles its folds around her
shoulders and lets it drape along her flanks. The skin eagerly soaks up the heat.
There is no time to let the dark smoke of her transgressions curl around her. She seizes the
crackling spotlight of celebrity.
Onstage she is sorceress, her beauty a crime, her desire palpable. They swarm her presence,
the husbands of other women, the sons of other mothers. She assumes their adoration like a
wily goddess. She knows where their secrets lie. She harvests the empassioned with the span
of her hips, the stride of her step. All the while, the enflamed cloak of her ambition scorches
her skin and slowly burns toward the center of her being, like a brushfire untamed.
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a leap in the
dark
“Stoplights edged the licorice street with ribbon, /
neon embroidering wet sidewalks. She turned /
into the driveway and leaped in the dark.” –
Roberta Hill, “Leap In The Dark”
The aliens landed on the moon on Election Day.
At first we thought it was some kind of lastminute publicity stunt by the ultra-right wing
candidate, the darling of the “America First”
party. We laughed off it off. Aliens on the moon?
But when the explosions started on one of the
mares – the Sea of Tranquility? – we knew it was
no joke.

“My favorite Moon shot taken in Carmel
California with an iphone4 and a really strong
set of military binoculars!” by Dee Ashley is
licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License.

You’d think the planet would become more
united, not less, in the face of invading aliens. At
least, that’s what happens in all those B-movies when aliens invade the Earth. But no.
France declared itself a barricaded state and seceded from the E.U., closed its borders and
announced plans for a nuclear Maginot II line around its perimeter. Great Britain stated it
had never trusted the colonial states, and put its Navy to sea in an embargo to keep out
foreigners.
As for the U.S., well, the America First candidate called for an imminent launch of missiles,
even though it was pointed out that the range was definitely limited to a high Earth orbit.
The candidate from the progressive party hadn’t much to say other than “Talks should be
scheduled, we must reach out to our galactic visitors to find out what they want.” Everyone
guessed already – mining rights. It had been rumored for years that the Earth was due for
an interplanetary visitation – overdue, in fact – and it was said now that the moon was a
virtual gold mine of resources such as helium-3 for nuclear fusion, of which “just 25 tons
could . . . power the European Union and the United States for a year,” according to one
source.
Fuel. It’s all about fuel, isn’t it?

While the G10 countries continued to splinter away from alliances and the NATO pact
showed signs of collapse, the results of the election put the America First candidate on top.
The explosions continued on the Sea of Tranquility and began in other seas as well, with little
shuttle-freight spaceships coming and going within a few weeks of the first landing on
Election Day.
Contrary to speculation, however, the elected candidate, the new President of the United
States, being the ultra-capitalist businesswoman that she was, proclaimed that the new
future was in extra-terrestrial resource development, and announced that NASA would now
begin missions to the moon of our own, that the U.S. would “grab a piece of the action before
the aliens got all the good stuff” and that the President was even open to making “some sort
of mutually beneficial deal” for Earth’s remaining resources, if that was what it took. “After
all, we can start colonizing the moon by leveraging this new technology from the aliens,” she
stated in her Inaugural Speech.
Welcome to the twenty-first century, we all thought. Welcome to the decline of man.
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the comeback kid

It was a Wednesday. The robot stood on an ordinary
street outside the downtown center of a small
midwestern city.
It was having a midlife crisis.
Robots were not supposed to have midlife crises; they
were supposed to save the world – or bring destruction
to the world – whichever their A.I. was programmed for.
But this robot, named F3780 by its designer, was having
a full-on, textbook-case midlife crisis.
What was its life all about? Why had it wasted all those
years? How could it recapture its youth?

“The Magic Tuba Pixie” by MG
Gundam AGE-1 Titus is licensed
under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International

The joints, once pristinely well-oiled, were becoming
creaky and out of alignment. The eyes, once acutely attuned to detect the smallest
movement at a distance of a hundred miles – from the air – had lost their precision.
Microsonic signals that dictated lightning-fast reflexes, enabling near-unconscious battle
moves, were being drowned out by spurious signals from nearby cell phone towers.
Perhaps it was in need of an update. But F3780 only knew that its function was no longer
felt by the pseudo-brain A.I. that its designer had installed.
It had had its glory moments, that was true. The age of Transformers. The age of X-Men.
The age of the Avengers.
An age when robots had been glorified in breathtaking action movies.
When had it all passed him by? When had he lost the ferocity and the ambition to save or to
destroy the manifestations of human society’s civilizations?
Perhaps he needed rehab. Perhaps he needed a comeback.

Robot F3780 hitchhiked a ride on a semi-truck carrying a load of soybeans to the West
Coast. San Francisco was his aim. He’d heard of Silicon Valley, the capital of high-tech
enterprises. Surely they would have a need for a vintage A.I. like his. As he sat atop the cab
of the semi, the rushing wind abrading his outer shell-armor, he dreamed of the space-age
lab in which his robot life would be reborn. Surely there was such a place.
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unfinished
gesture

“Blank Moleskine Pages” by Sembazuru is
licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License.

My grandmother had left all her gestures piled up under the kitchen sink. When we came to
clean out her house after the funeral, we found them. They sat in a neat pile, where she had
last used them, in the old white wash tub that used to hold ice on barbeque days and snow on
winter nights.
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interview
I wait at Starbucks. They said they’d
interview me at 2, but the guy ahead of me
looks like he already has the job. He’s
actually wearing a shirt and tie, and he’s
showing the interviewer his portfolio. I
loaded mine onto my Sphere – an invention
of my own – but now I wonder if a standard
portfolio would have been the smart choice.

“Jobs Help Wanted” by neetalparekh is
licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution 4.0 International License.

Now they are both smiling and nodding, the
guy and the person who is interviewing him. She does have pink hair and these cool tech
eyeglasses. I figure from the way they’re getting along that I’ve lost the job.
I make a knife out of words. I toss it toward them and it drops into the space between the
two, and they part. I’m surprised, and the feeling of joy – of making the weapon of letters,
the black outlines of As and Zs and Ss overlapping on each other in a particular way – the joy
starts at the top of my head and streams through me to the bottom of my feet.
The guy in the shirt and tie gets up from the table, walks away, and I come over to where the
interviewer sits.
She looks up at me. She smiles.
“Aimee?” she says. She gestures to the empty chair across from her. “Let’s see your
portfolio.”
I get the job. The Sphere was a “great innovation,” she told me, and “we need new minds like
you,” she said.
#dreamjob.
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light is a dancer
“Light is a dancer here and cannot rest.” –
John Frederick Nimo, “Christmas Tree”

Light is a dancer.
She spills over cracked sidewalks and
graffiti-scarred dumpsters, over abandoned
buildings with cracked windows and
abandoned houses with crackling paint.
She cries in the oily rivers. She weeps on the
polluted grounds of old gas plants and
factories and tank farms.

“Graffiti” by automatomato is licensed under a
Creative Commons Attribution 4.0
International License.

She gulps downs sunlight drawn from nuclear sunstorms, and she pours the liquid sun
across the places that need to heal. But healing is long in coming. Concrete and steel take a
light years’ time to decay, and in the meantime the greenery shrinks, the deserts advance,
and her beasts disappear.

bonus

found
This story was recognized with the “Freshly
Pressed” honor by the editors of
wordpress.com’s “Daily Prompts” in August
2013. The blog challenge was to write a
piece referring to the given photograph
(below).

Dear Human Parent Representative,
Recently we found a child sitting on the old merry-go-round device at the Minneapolis Food
Giant on NW Arrow Place and 24th Street NW. The child was about a meter tall, with dark
hair in a ponytail, blue denim pants with “Hello Kitty” emblem on the right front pant leg,
white tee-shirt with pink, green and black graphic on the front.

http://dailypost.wordpress.com/2013/08/19/writingchallenge-1000-words-four/

As you can see from the enclosed satellite image, the merry-go-round device contains six
rideable objects. We have identified the objects as a giraffe, a rabbit or hare, a carousel-type
horse, and Disney Winnie-the-Pooh and Tigger characters. The sixth rideable object is
unidentifiable by our experts, but our scientists have stated it may be described as a “green
frog-Pinocchio with orange suit and black top hat.” We apologize for any inaccuracy in this
description, as the documentation from your culture is nonspecific for this object.
The child was sitting on the circular base of the merry-go-round, a yellow metal disk
platform to which the rideable objects were affixed.
Because the Food Giant is being liquidated, we found it necessary to remove the child from
the site. She is completely safe at a secure location. However, the child has specific
biological needs, such as food and water, love and human attention, which cannot be
provided by the liquidation team. Our supplies are limited and do not include humancompatible provisions.
The contract for liquidation of human-made structures on your planet does not provide for
rescue of a child. All personnel were to be evacuated from the planet prior to start of the
liquidation period, one-half lunar month ago. Our contract specified that no human
personnel were to remain in occupation of the planet after the evacuation period, and
penalties will be assessed for violating this clause of the contract.
As has been communicated comprehensively over all available broadcast media, including
commercial networks, cell phone text messages, and the so-called “Internet,” liquidation of
non-natural structures on the planet Earth is a critical first step in the reversal of carbon
dioxide global warming for which we have been contracted. Failure to comply with contract
provisions will result in significant delays, and may jeopardize the successful completion of
the project under contract.
Please contact us at your earliest convenience to claim the child for your species and to make
arrangements for repatriation. Be advised that the liquidation team is not responsible for
costs or damages due to violations of the contract.
– Non-Terrestrial Team Alpha
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